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23. Cremers, Cas (2012). *Operational semantics and verification of security protocols*. Berlin: Springer. 681.3-7 CRE-O 164355 | CL


32. Fowler, Kevvie (2016). *Data breach preparation and response: breaches are certain, impact is Not*. Amsterdam: Elsevier. 681.3-7 FOW-D 171237 | CL


49. Karimipour, Hadis & Derakhshan, Farnaz (Eds.). (2021). *AI-enabled threat detection and security analysis for industrial IoT*. Cham: Springer. 681.3-7 -AIE 177959 | CL


64. Mayes, Keith Markantonakis, Konstantinos (2017). Smart cards, tokens, security and applications, 2nd ed. Switzerland: Springer. 681.3-7 -SMA 171097-171948 | CL; CSE


621.391:681.3-7 -SEC  158564 | CL

681.3-7 MOR-B  171527 | CL

681.3-7:658 MOS-C  172205 | CL

681.3-7 MOS-A  178094 | CL

621.391:681.3-7 NAK-A  154628 | CL

RL-EN 658:681.3-7(03) -INF  154285-154290 | REF

621.39:681.3-7 NIE-U  155093 | CL

681.3-7 NOR-N  142417 | CL

681.3-7 OBA-S  150044 | CL

681.3-7 -BIO  173921 | CL

159.923:681.3-7 PAT-B  174948 | CL

681.3-7 -THR  171105 | CL

621.391 -TOW  163210 | CL

681.3-7 -INF


681.3-7 -APP


510.52:681.188 ROT-C


681.3-7:658 -ADV


681.7 RUS-C


681.3-7 SAL-F


681.3-7 -BIG


681.3-7 SCH-A


681.3-7 SCH-A


681.3-7 -SEC


CSC 681.3-7 SCH-S


92. CSC 681.3-7 -SEC


681.3-7 SHI-D

95. Skopik, Florian (2018). *Collaborative cyber threat intelligence: detecting and responding to advanced cyber attacks at the national level*. Boca Raton: CRC Press. 681.3-7 -COL 171283 | CL


100. Stavroulakis Peter (ed) Stamp Mark (ed) (2010). *Handbook of information and communication security*. Berlin: Springer. RL-HB 681.3-7(021) -HAN 157852 | REF


681.3-7 THU-D 146977 | CL

621.39:004.77 -SEC 178951 | CL

681.3-7 WAL-C 77116 | CL

681.3-7 WAN-C 155852 | CL

681.3-7 WAN-I 167497; 167766 | CL; CSE

CD 621.391(063) ACM-W G22841 | CD

681.188 YAN-P 162697 | CL

681.3-7 -GUI 171529 | CL

681.3-7 -DIF 171509 | CL

681.3-7 ZOU-T 152088 | CL
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